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Education is one of issue isu which will developed in program-program government of Banyuwangi. Besides issue of education, government of Banyuwangi also plan program-program for developed in sector tourism. With new slogan “sunrise of java”, government of Banyuwangi start develop image government with beauty nature and worth be visited. Cocoa made subjec in this tourism design be related with proximity of community with cocoa fruit. One of example area that thick with presence cocoa fruit is one area daerah heritage of Netherland named Glenmore. In this sub-district there some sclupter shaped cocoa fruit. The resulting of cocoa have good quality and famous with durability but can not be processed optimally.

The method used among others data collection through surveys, literature study, documentation, interview and appeal study. And then, data can process with analysis based theme study and integration study so that created design concept.

Finally design of tourism education which themed Ecological Architecture referring about care of the nature. And then, theme created in a concept and integrated with Quranic verse so that make strong base from all aspect.